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3.	Squareness in regard to the limbs, — even feet, and hands
(hanging straight down) like tendrils, — this is the universal rule
laid down for the beginning of all dances.
For thus her form should be :
4.	Pace of the loveliness of the autumn moon, with extended
eyes, the two arms drooping at the shoulders, small chest with
firm, outstanding breasts ;  flanks smooth as if polisht, waist the
size of a hand-span, hinder parts having fair buttocks, feet with
curving toes; just as if adhering closely to the ideal in the dancing-
teacher's mind, so her form shall be.
Charming is the special posture in which she stands still at the end of
the dance:
 5.	Letting fall upon her hip her left hand, with a bracelet resting
motionless on the wrist, and letting the other hand drop in com-
plete relaxation like a tanvi-fern [?] or a gyama-branch, as her eyes
are dropt upon the pavement and her toe plays with the flowers
thereon, while the (upper?) half of her body is held erect at full
length — her  standing-posture  is  even  more lovely than  her
dancing.	In short:
 6.	The entire meaning is portrayed by the limbs, which contain
the words inherent within them; the footsteps keep to the time,
and the sentiments are appropriately represented;  the acting is
done with the hands, delicately, and in the successive shifting of
its expressions one emotion crowds another out of the field [that
is, follows hard upon it].   This is a true series of expressions of
feeling.
I preferred TJrvagi because I found her a dancer of this sort, as de-
scribed in the Textbook of Dancing." Then Great Indra was much
pleased, and rewarded Vikramarka with garments and other gifts, and
also gave him a throne, studded with rare and precious gems. On
this throne were fixt thirty-two statuettes; the throne was mounted
by putting the foot 00 the heads of these statues. Taking this lovely
throne with him, by Indra's permission, Vikramarka returned to his
own city. Thereupon, in an auspicious moment and at an auspicious
astronomical ju&cture* after first obtaining the blessings of the brah-
mans, he mounted that throne and ruled Hs kingdom.
recension of JLULb
Wielding sway over the earth, pervading the three worlds with his glory, Vikra-
maditya {' the Sun, of Valor *] shone in splendor, marching with his feet upon [or
as of the sun, * mounting with his rays upon '] the kings of the earth.

